Specifications

M-II

Weight

5.900 Kg

Length

7.90 m

Width - 2 row

2.95 m

Height

4.00 m

Wheels

600/60-R30.5

Track width

2250 - 2540 mm

Required HP

Min. 90 hp

Capacity

0.3 - 0.7 ha/h

Working speeds

4 - 8 km/h

Row distances

45 - 50 cm

Tank size
Dumping height

12 m3 - Unloading on the move
1.50 - 3.80 m

Required oil

30 l/min @ 170-210 kp/cm2

Topper

Turbotopper or Flailtopper

Transmission

Semi-hydraulic

Standard
Equipment

Automatic side and depth steering
Blockage warning on elevators
800 mm cleaning webs throughout
Knife scalpers
Oppelwheels
Electrical Hydraulic Controls
Automatic height adjustment on cleaning elevator
Speed control on unloading elevator
Wide angle PTO-axle
Position-, side- and rear lights
Working lights
Rotating beacon

Optional
Equipment

Hydraulic pressure kit for oppelwheels
Hydraulic track adjustment, left side wheel
Hydraulic steering on right side wheel
Pigtail guard on 1. turbine
Pigtail guard on 2. turbine
Hydraulic driven disc scalpers
Walking Shares
Stabilizer disc
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Perfect finish

Thyregod has for many years developed beet
harvesters to be able to work under many different
conditions in many countries.
The experience gained from this has been built into
our beet harvesters.

Knife scalpers is standard on the M-II
* optimal scalping
* strong and simple construction
* minimal wear, low maintenance
* few movable parts
Rubber bashers can be fitted also,
giving the top of the beet an almost
polished finish.

Lifting the beets
The M-II can be equipped with either
walking shares or oppel wheels
depending on soil- and
harvesting conditions. Both give an
accurate and efficient harvesting.
The oppel wheels work well in a wide
range of soil types and conditions, particularly in weedy crops.

Gentle cleaning
The M-II is equipped with 2 turbines
which gentle pass on the beets, while
they are having the first
cleaning. The speed can be adjusted on
the 1st turbine.

Easy control
Automatic side- and depth
control is standard equipment.
The 2 spring-loaded steering legs follow the rows closely providing accurate steering and depth control of
the machine.
Most hydraulic functions are electrically controlled from the driver seat.

Turbo topper (Left)
Low own weight, strong and simple
construction, driven by an oil motor.
Adjustment of topping height is done
from the tractor.

Flail topper (Right)
A strong construction makes the flail
topper option perfect for crushing the
leaves.

The M-II has 2 different choices of
turbine guards. The 1st turbine can be
supplied with either a standard or a
sprung pigtail guard.
Both are height adjustable.

High cleaning capacity
The following transport and cleaning of the beet takes
place in the rear cleaning elevator. This mechanism
was originally constructed for a 6 row machine and
therefore has ample capacity for both two and three
row harvesters.
The beet are delivered from the turbines onto the
cleaning belt, which passes them onto the elevator.
In wet conditions the distance between the cleaning
belt and the elevator can be increased hydraulically,
thereby a greater degree of cleaning of the beet is
obtained.
To insure a careful and effective filling of the 12m3
tank, the speed and the inclination of the elevator belt
can be adjusted from the driver’s seat.
Rubber-coated driving wheels ensure a long life for
the fast running belts.

